Position Statement

Australian Health Organisations refute Cochrane Review Report and affirm efficacy
of Direct Acting Antiviral (DAA) therapy for hepatitis C
Australia, June 2017
This joint Position Statement aims to strongly refute and reject the findings of the Cochrane Review Report1 titled
Direct-acting antivirals for chronic hepatitis C, published by the Cochrane Hepato‐Biliary Group on 6 June 2017.
The Position Statement was prepared by the expert panel who published a Consensus Statement for Australian
recommendations for the management of hepatitis C for virus infection2 representing the Gastroenterological
Society of Australia (Australian Liver Association), the Australasian Society for Infectious Diseases, the Australasian
Society for HIV, Viral Hepatitis and Sexual Health Medicine, the Australasian Hepatology Association, Hepatitis
Australia and the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners.
The organisations above developed this position statement to urge health practitioners and patients not to be
swayed by this flawed report claiming new direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) for hepatitis C do not save lives.

Direct Acting Antiviral (DAA) therapy for hepatitis C is effective
Our position affirms the clinical benefits of DAAs, which offer sustained virological response (SVR). SVR is a marker
for cure of hepatitis C.3, 4 Clearing the hepatitis C virus has been shown in natural history and prior treatment studies
studies to substantially reduce the risk of liver cancer and liver failure, reducing mortality from cirrhosis and liver
cancer.5,6,7,8 Curing hepatitis C can also improve quality of life, including physical, emotional, and social health;
decrease concerns regarding transmission, and alleviate suffering associated with such a stigmatized illness.9,10,11
In the Report, the clinical trials analysed by the Cochrane Hepato‐Biliary Group were designed as short-term studies
to demonstrate antiviral efficacy in terms of curing hepatitis C. They were never intended to assess long-term
outcomes including morbidity and mortality. Lack of demonstration of these outcomes in these short term studies
should not be taken as evidence for no benefit.
Following the listing on the PBS (Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme) in March 2016 of DAA therapy for all
Australians living with hepatitis C (regardless of fibrosis stage or drug and alcohol use), Australia is now placed as one
of the few countries globally to be able to achieve elimination of this virus from the population.
Treating the more than 200,000 people in Australia living with chronic hepatitis C is expected to significantly reduce
the burden of liver disease in the future
In the first year of DAA listing over 33,000 Australians have commenced therapy with very high rates of treatment
success. Continuing high rates of treatment uptake over the next decade will translate into major reductions in the
burden of liver disease into the future.
Health professionals are encouraged to discuss DAA treatment with any patients living with hepatitis C. Likewise,
patients should not be swayed by this flawed report and should not defer seeking treatment based on this study.
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